The University as a Five-Legged Animal*

I have come to think that the really complete University should be a sort of five-legged animal. The left hind leg is scholarship—the knowledge of everything that a man has done or written or thought. The left front leg is teaching—the transmission of this knowledge to the next generation. The right hind leg is creativity—the generation or discovery of new insights or new knowledge in literature and the arts and the sciences. And the right front leg is public service—the application of all this knowledge in writing and consulting and inventing, for its value to industry and government and the public.

(From this point of view the real gap between "the two cultures" is not between the sciences and the humanities but between the creation-minded sciences and humanities and the storage-oriented sciences and humanities. Creative humanists, from Chaucer to Goethe and Browning, were making fun of storage-minded academics and pedants long before scientists appeared on the scene. The weakness of the humanities departments in not having enough top-rate creators and inspirers of the young continues to be one of the sad facts of university life today. Newton could do his life work at a university now, but Mozart and Michelangelo and Shakespeare would more likely be working in New York lofts.)

To go on with our analogy, the fifth leg of the complete animal is innovation—the trunk of this wise elephant, let us say, reaching forward to grasp the future. By innovation I mean a different kind of public service—not the kind that simply meets the requests of existing industry or government or the military, but the kind that enlarges the achievements of man and transforms societies. I mean not merely achievements such as atomic energy and radar, that generals did not even know they wanted, but input-output matrices and Keynesian economics, that show us how to avoid economic dislocations and depressions; or theories of information and feedback and competitive decision-making and operations analysis, that change our whole approach to problems of communication and conflict and organizational structure; or the application of chemistry and biochemistry and the new biology to effect spectacular reductions in disease and mental illness. Thinkers in industry and government, of course, have also been generators of innovation, from television to the Peace Corps, but recent studies have shown that the major innovative ideas are perhaps ten times as likely to be born in the intellectual centers of the great university communities. The universities are coming to be not only repositories of knowledge and trainers for the future but places where the most important contribution may be the search for new understanding and the combining of ideas into new patterns.

In many schools, one or more of these five legs is missing. The undergraduate colleges are weak on research and public service and so have trouble getting faculty and funds, while the great research schools are often weak on teaching and have trouble with their neglected students. But the schools that are weak on systematic innovative thinking are betraying in a deeper sense the society that supports them and that can find in no other place the new solutions and the new trained leaders it needs in facing the complex and terrible new problems of the next 10 years.—JOHN PLATT, Associate Director, Mental Health Research Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

* Adapted from an address presented before the Midwest Conference of College Administrators, Ann Arbor, October 1968.
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